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ABSTRACT

A perennial problem in cotton, *Gossypium hirsutum* L., involves obtaining a vigorous, uniform stand when planted early. Strains that grow roots longer and higher in relative root weight (mg/mm length) than currently used cultivars when temperatures are cool may help alleviate this. Using the standard cotton, cool temperature (18°C) germination test we determined root lengths and relative root weights for 124 day-neutral composite F3 strains. Variability among lines was significant for each seed and seedling parameter. Fixed model diallel analyses of five strains indicated that among the five strains one would have difficulty in selecting for long roots with high relative root weight. Generation mean analysis indicated that large amounts of additive, dominance, and additive by additive epistatic effects were present for the two primary root traits. One should thus be more successful if selection is delayed to the F2 to allow genetic recombination of additive and additive by additive epistatic genes to occur. Recurrent selection should be a useful method of breeding. The cross of strains 3822 × 3851, involving accessions T-214 and T-225, respectively, should be useful for developing lines with root length equal or longer than ST 213 and relative root weight greater than ST 213. We speculate that plants with long roots and a high relative root weight should possess increased levels of resistance to seedling disease through a mechanical type of resistance; i.e., the plants should have more root tissue to slough off as diseased tissue and yet maintain a viable root system and a healthy plant than would plants with short roots with a low relative root weight.
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Establishment of a uniform, vigorous stand is a perennial problem in cotton, *Gossypium hirsutum* L., production. A combination of early planting and a good healthy stand generally enhances early maturity, insect control, and yield. However, cotton planted early in the season is often subjected to a period of unfavorable temperatures resulting in poor stands.

Germination at low temperatures has received the attention of a number of investigations. The minimum temperature for germination is 12°C with better activity at 15°C (Ludwig, 1932). *G. barbadense* germates better at the low 12°C temperature than *G. hirsutum* (Marani and Dag, 1962). Seed which are acid delinted germinate better at low temperatures (Marani and Amirav, 1970). There seems to be a considerable literature of a number of investigations. The author. Received 22 Dec. 1982.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Evaluation Studies

Seeds of six cultivars and day-neutral F3 composites from crosses of 124 exotic accessions of short day *G. hirsutum* with *Deltapine 61* were planted on the Plant Science Farm at Mississippi State, Miss. in a Leeper silty clay loam (fine, montmorillonitic, nonacid, Thermic Chromondertic Haplaquept). A randomized complete block design with two replicates was used with each entry planted in a single-row 19 m plot. At harvest two bolls were harvested from each plant for a total of 80 bolls per row. Bolls were harvested within 10 days after at least one boll on each plant had opened.

Cottonseed from each strain plus six cultivars were germinated on rolled paper towels using the standard cool germination test (Christiansen, 1964; McCarter and Roncadori, 1970, 1971) with four replicates of 100 acid-de linted seed from each entry. Each sample was placed randomly on two double-layered 38.5 × 25.6 cm moist germination paper towels. One additional towel was placed over the seed before rolling. The rolled towels were put in a plastic box and placed in a dark germinator at a constant temperature of 18°C. After 4 days, 35 germinating seeds having radicle length of 1.25 cm were chosen from each replicate. To measure root growth, the 35 germinating seeds were transplanted to another germination paper which was then rolled and put in a plastic box and placed back in the germinator for 12 more days. After 16 days the length of the primary root of each seedling was measured. Wet and dry weights of roots and the top part of the plant were determined. To determine total dry weight of roots and tops of 35 seedlings, they were dried separately at 105°C to a constant weight. Relative root weight was calculated as follows: dry weight roots (mg)/length of roots (mm). To determine root length each of the 35 roots was measured individually. We recognize that relative root weight could be a result of more dense cell material or a larger diameter root.
Seed weight (weight of 100 acid-delinted seed), seed volume (cc displacement of methanol by 100 seed), and seed density (ratio of seed weight to seed volume) were determined using four replicates of 100 seeds each.

Differences among the lines were determined by the analysis of variance. All possible subset regression from BMDP Statistical Software, Inc. was used to determine the relationship among traits. Coefficients of correlation among the characters were also determined.

### Inheritance Studies

Seven strains were selected from the evaluation study for use in the inheritance study. In the summer of 1979, 'Stoneville 213' (ST 213) and F₁ progeny from four lines, 3993, 3984, 3777, and 3900, were crossed in the possible 10 hybrid combinations without reciprocals. These strains represent day-neutral selections from accessions T-251, unknown, T-177, and T-297, respectively.

In the summer of 1979, ST 213 was crossed with F₁ progeny from 3768 and strain 3822 was crossed to 3851. These represent day-neutral selections from accessions T-154, T-214, and T-225, respectively. Their F₁ hybrids were grown in the winter nursery at Iguala, Mexico where F₁'s were selfed for F₂ and backcrossed to the parental strains. F₁ hybrids between parents were made again and the four parent strains were selfed. By this procedure seeds of all generations (P₁, P₂, F₁, F₂, BCP₁, BCP₂) were produced in the same environment at Iguala.

In the summer of 1980, all 10 diallel crosses (P₁, P₂, F₁, F₂, BCP₁, BCP₂) were produced in the same environment at Iguala. The parental strains. F₁ hybrids between parents were made again and the four parent strains were selfed. By this procedure seeds of all generations (P₁, P₂, F₁, F₂, BCP₁, BCP₂) were produced in the same environment at Iguala.

### Results and Discussion

#### Evaluation Studies

Data for mean, range, LSD at 0.05 level, and coefficient of variation for seed and seedling traits are shown in Table 1. The mean squares for strains were significant for all traits. Thus, genetic differences exist among strains for all traits. The ranges indicate large differences among strains. These strains should be useful in selecting parents for genetic studies.

There were significant correlations between wet weight of tops and roots with seed weight and seed density. Seed density was highly correlated with seed volume but not seed weight. Relative root weight was highly correlated with dry weight of roots, percent dry weight of roots, and percent dry weight of plants. There was a significant negative correlation (−0.41) between relative root weight and root length. Root length and wet weight of roots were significantly correlated (Table 2).

All possible subset regression analysis was utilized to determine the best set of traits to predict root length. Since relative root weight is calculated from root length it was not included in the subset. The coefficient of determination (r²) was 0.41 and significant when the independent variable was wet weight of roots. It increased to 0.46 when the wet weight of tops was included in the regression equation. No further increases were obtained with any other combinations of traits up to subsets including all 11 variables.

When relative root weight was the dependent variable in the regression analysis (root length was not included) the percentage dry weight of roots gave a r² of 0.75 and dry weight of roots gave a r² of 0.61. However, dry weight of roots is used to calculate relative root weight. Including both in the regression equation only increased the r² to 0.76. No other combination of subsets increased r². It seems that percentage dry weight of roots could be utilized as a measure similar to relative root weight but one would still need to measure root length in order to select plants with long roots which have a high relative root weight. Thus, there were no seed or seedling traits more easily obtained than root length and relative root weight which could be used to accurately predict these two.

In Table 3 are shown data for the seven parental strains we utilized to study the inheritance and breeding behavior of root length and relative root weight.

#### Inheritance Studies

The general combining ability (GCA) and specific combining ability (SCA) mean squares were significant for root length and relative root weight (Table 4). Length ranged from 88.19 to 108.18 mm and relative root weight ranged from 0.066 to 0.088 among the 10 F₁'s (Table 5). The GCA and SCA effects were calculated and only the GCA effect for root length for parent ST 213 was significant with that for parent 3900 being almost significant at the
bining long roots with high relative root weight in strains were not randomly chosen, but were selected for genetic studies. In both studies we are considering the data for specific parents since the parental lines or cultivar, ST213 -6.11**, 3933 -5.11, 3984 2.15, 3900 0.52, 3777 -2.75 -2.88 0.37 5.26 0.16, 3900 0.64 0.46 -0.65 -0.45 -0.07, 3984 -0.39 -0.23 -0.02 -0.37, 3984 2.15 0.21 -2.77, 3933 -5.11 2.90, ST213 2.90 0.75

*Significantly different from zero at the 0.01 level of probability.
†Upper numbers of numbers for root length and lower lines of numbers are for relative root weight. Relative root weight effects are \times 10^9.

**Significantly different from zero at the 0.01 level of probability.
six generations of each set of crosses for both root traits (Table 7).

In the cross of 3822 × 3851 additive and additive by additive epistasis effects accounted for about one-half of the variation in root length and two-thirds of the variation for relative root weight. It appears that one should be able to select for roots longer than the short parent with a relative root weight similar to the short parent. In the F2 length was near the long root parent with relative root weight very near the short root parent; however, the large amounts of dominance variation for both traits indicate that one would need to wait until later generations to make selection (Table 7).

In the cross involving 3768 and ST213, genetic variance estimates from the generation mean analysis showed mostly residual epistasis involved in inheritance of root length and relative root weight. Thus, this would not be a very good cross to use in selecting for long roots with high relative root weight.

Most of the 124 strains evaluated which had high relative root weight also had roots shorter than the six cultivars used as checks in this study. Strains 3777 and 3900 had roots as long as ST 213 with higher relative root weights. These may be useful as strains to study the effects of high relative root weight on seedling diseases. The breeding implications from the diallel analysis and the generation mean analysis were different. This may be related to different parents being involved in each and additionally the generation mean analysis, which makes use of information from six generations, is probably a superior type of analysis for self-pollinated crops like cotton. In attempting to develop plants with long roots with high relative root weight from the cross of 3822 × 3851, selection should not be too vigorous in the early generations because of the relative amounts of additive, dominance, and epistatic effects. Recurrent selection with selection delayed to the F3 or F4 generation should be a useful method of breeding to produce the desired improvements in root length and relative root weight.

We speculate that roots that grow fast yet maintain a high relative root weight when grown in the cool germination test would be useful when planting conditions are cool and seedling diseases are a problem. By having long roots with high relative root weights there should be a mechanical type of resistance to seedling disease; i.e., the plant should have more root tissue to slough off as diseased tissue and yet maintain a viable root system and a healthy plant than would plants with short roots and low relative root weights. We believe the generation mean analyses indicate that genetic potential is available to develop plants with roots which could be used to test this hypothesis concerning seedling diseases. Additionally, parental strains 3777 and 3900 may be useful directly as they have roots equal to ST 215 in length yet have a higher relative root weight.
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